
Votes next week

Another Groundhog week looms, when Remain MPs who cannot accept the verdict
of the Peoples Vote have another go at derailing Brexit.

We know that the first vote will be a reprise of the Withdrawal Agreement.
Unless there is a great breakthrough in negotiations with the EU this week-
end with the removal of the backstop provision, the government is likely to
find plenty of rebels against its three line whip and the proposal will be
defeated once again.

The government has not yet offered  Conservative MPs guidance on how to vote
should there be subsequent votes next week about keeping no deal on the
table, and a possible delay to exit. Maybe   they hope that by creating
uncertainty about their intentions they will maximise pressure to vote for
the Agreement. I do not see this working.

The government should whip its MPs to vote against taking no deal off the
table. As the Prime Minister has regularly explained, you can only take no
deal away by agreeing a deal. As others have explained, the right to leave
without signing an Agreement is the main pressure point we have on the EU to
try to get a better agreement.

The government  should also whip its MPs to oppose any attempt to delay
Brexit. The Prime Minister has told us all many times that we are leaving the
EU on 29 March. She also told us at the election and for many months
thereafter that no deal is better than a bad deal, showing she was prepared
to leave without a deal if necessary.

Some think the government could lose both of these votes. Both are clearly
winnable if the government puts the effort in. There are Labour MPs who would
be very reluctant to vote for a delay given the strength of feeling in their
constituencies pro Leave, and given the promises Labour made in their
Manifesto to back Brexit. It would be perverse if Parliament voted for delay
given the pledges made by most MPs in the election, and given the support of
the government with their DUP allies.  It would place Parliament at
loggerheads with the 17.4 m majority in the referendum and leave many MPs
trying to explain why they had switched from their position to get elected
that they supported leaving. If they now said that they wanted to delay it
probably with a view to second referendum or to delay for a long time in the
hope that people would change their minds, they would need to agree delay
with the Eu and change our legislation.

Were Parliament to vote against no deal and against the Agreement it would
have voted a contradiction. In that circumstance the government should
proceed to exit in accordance with the legislation Parliament has already
passed. The legislation takes precedence over a subsequent motion.

If a group of MPs try to legislate for delay they will find it difficult. It
would need the government to back them to gave a serious chance of
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success.The issue would be enforceabilty without government agreement.
Parliament could legislate to say it must not rain tomorrow, but it would
have no meaning and would be unenforceable. Delay requires the agreement of
the EU as well as of the UK government. If the UK government is against delay
they could claim they could not  negotiate one sensibly.  The only way to
ensure delay would be to bring the government down and replace it with one
that does want delay. The courts are unlikely  to uphold a case against
Ministers over such a political issue which can only be resolved by
Parliament.

Will the government set out all the
good news of what we can do once we
have left the EU?

The Remain MPs and commentators are brilliant at pushing out an endless set
of recycled Project Fear stories, each one more lurid than the last. They
want to pose Brexit as a disease to be treated or a “cataclysm” to be
managed. They seem to have demanded or influenced a lot of government
Ministers and departments to ignore the potential and suppress the good news
of what we can do and achieve with a clean WTO Brexit on 29 March.

The Treasury refuses to discuss how we could spend the £12bn a year net
saving if we leave without signing the Withdrawal Agreement with its promise
to pay for nothing for years to come. The Treasury refuses to spell out what
an April budget would look  like when we could spend the Brexit bonus on a
mixture of public service improvements, investments and tax cuts. This would
 provide a welcome boost to an economy slowed deliberately by a strong fiscal
and monetary squeeze over the last year.

The Business department claims to be worried about the car industry after a
WTO Brexit, yet fails to take any action to reverse the obvious damage being
done to our car makers whilst we are still in the EU by the squeeze on car
loans, the big hike in VED and the attack on diesels. Why wont they announce
no tariffs on imported components from any part of the world when we trade
under our own tariff schedule after March 29? Why do they not cut the VED,
and lift the more extreme threats to diesels?

The Environment department fails to set out what a UK fishing policy will
look like once we have  taken back control of our fishing grounds, and fails
to make fewer food miles and more self sufficiency in food one of its
priorities in the legislation for our future.
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Carbon dioxide output in UK continues
to fall

Some constituents have written to me asking about CO2 levels in the UK. The
latest figures show that the UK since 1990 has cut carbon emissions more
rapidly than any other major economy. They are now estimated to be 39% below
1990 levels. The biggest falls have come in power generation, through the
ending of coal burning stations.

Reductions in homes has been slower so homes now account for about as much
CO2 output as power stations. All those keen to see more progress can help by
improving home insulation, improving boiler efficiency , being careful with
power use or switching to non carbon generating methods of home heating. I am
pressing for the government to remove VAT on green products to make this more
affordable.

Euro area growth falls away

Today it was confirmed that Eurozone growth only managed 0.2% in the fourth
quarter, and was just 0.1% in the third. Annualising that gives you a low
 0.6% growth a year, compared to the UK’s annualised 1.6% over the same half
year.

Yesterday the OECD cut its projections for growth in most countries of the
world. It cut its forecast for Germany to just 0.7% for 2019, and Italy to
-0.2%. It put the UK at 0.8%. The heading for its release was “Growth is
weakening, particularly in Europe”.

Now would be a good time for the UK to cut tax rates and increase spending on
schools and social care, as we could do with a boost and have the scope to do
so as we leave the EU.

If you do not like the Withdrawal
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Agreement you won’t like the Political
declaration either

Two  Treaties instead of one. That is Mrs May’s idea of leaving the EU! I
have set out before the dangers of the Withdrawal Agreement, which would stop
us taking back control of our laws, our money and our borders for at least
another 21 months and quite possibly longer. The accompanying Political
Declaration is the herald of an even worse Treaty to lock us into many
features of the EU for all time, with  no exit clause.

Some parts of the Political Declaration are vague or contradictory. Does it
mean a free trade deal with us free to follow our own trade policy, or does
it mean effective membership of their customs union with limited scope to do
better deals elsewhere? Does it mean respecting our own UK law codes, or does
it in practice mean accepting EU laws and rules over many parts of our lives
in order to meet their strong words that we must not compete unfairly and
must observe a level playing field with them? Doesn’t a level playing field
to them mean keeping taxes up, having the same regulations, and submitting
ourselves to their laws?

Some of the text is detailed and finished. We must assume this would pass
straight into any draft Treaty. Above all the EU has insisted on the same
architecture for enforcing the Partnership Treaty as for the Withdrawal
Agreement. They require a joint committee, where any matter raising EU law
will be determined by the European Court of Justice!

That’s no Brexit. That is continued subservience to the EU and its powerful
court. I did not vote leave to end up in 2 EU Treaties that recreate many of
the features of our membership. The EU sees the Partnership treaty as a kind
of EU Association Treaty. These are the devices they sign with countries like
Turkey to gradually to  bring them in line with the EU as a prelude to
possible membership. That is not what Leave means.
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